Abstract Spiral arms are fitted after the data from the latest spiral galactic images released by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey are processed. Equivalent thicknesses of 42 spiral galactic disks are derived, which increase the foundational data for further research about spiral galaxies.
INTRODUCTION
A spiral galactic disk is usually regarded as a two-dimensional plane when its thickness is ignored in research about its character, because its diameter is much larger than its thickness. In 1987, Binney & Tremaine calculated the period of a star near the Sun in the upright direction of the galactic plane by using two models. The results are 5×10
7 − 6 × 10 7 yr for the two-dimensional model and 1.1 × 10 8 yr for the three-dimensional model. The latter one is close to the result from actual observation. The twodimensional model is not accurate when subjected to more detailed analysis of spiral galaxies including the Milky Way Galaxy (whose radius is 10 kpc and thickness is 0.3 pc); i.e., the thickness of the spiral galaxy cannot be ignored. As a result, people have begun to seek a variety of more realistic threedimensional models of galactic disks.
The thickness of spiral galactic disks is one of the most basic and important parameters in the associated three-dimensional model, from which the strength of self-gravitation in the radial direction and the z-direction, which is vertical to the galactic plane, can be derived. In addition, the mass of the galactic halo can be further estimated, the local stability of the galactic disk and the group velocity of the density wave can be studied. More data on the thickness of spiral galactic disks are very important to further amend the statistically theoretical results about galactic dynamics. It is very meaningful to provide the thickness data for a number of spiral galaxies, because the number of galaxies with known thickness data is still small. With the development of telescopic technology, especially the improvement of CCDs, more legible and exact images can be observed. The thickness of more galaxies can be derived from the analysis of their images.
De Vaucouleurs (1958) made a detailed study of photovoltaic metering on M31, which was used to calculate the thickness of M31. van der Kruit & Searle (1981) developed a method for measuring the thickness of edge-on spiral galaxies by fitting the distribution of their surface brightnesses. Peng (1988) proposed a new method to calculate the thickness of non-edge-on spiral galaxies by using the spiral images, and gave thicknesses of four spiral galactic disks. Ma et al. (1997a Ma et al. ( ,b, 1998a Ma et al. ( ,b,c, 2000 gave equivalent thicknesses (the theoretical result of thickness calculations) of many spiral galactic disks using Peng's method. Afterwards, the thickness effect of the galaxy, the dynamic properties of the disk, the stability of the three-dimensional disk and the velocity of the density wave were further studied by some scholars (Luo et al. 1999 (Luo et al. , 2000a Li et al. 2000; Long et al. 2000; Peng et al. 2001 Peng et al. , 2002 Peng et al. , 2004 . Hu et al. (2006b) recently reported that the mass-to-light ratios of face-on spiral galaxies can be derived by using their thicknesses. The thickness data for over 100 galaxies have been acquired by processing the spiral galactic images using Peng's improved method. Zhao et al. (2006) presented a new method to determine the thickness of non-edge-on spiral galaxies by using the solution of the Jeans equation along the z-direction. In this work, the new thickness data of 42 spiral galactic disks are calculated by dealing with the sixth release of spiral galactic images from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). New mass-to-light ratios will be calculated by the new data of spiral galactic disks in our future work.
BASIC THEORIES
Observations have indicated that a galactic disk may contain a thin disk and a thick one, each of which has its own thickness. The thin disk is formed by the galactic stars. The thickness of a spiral galaxy in our work can be derived based on investigating the rigorous expression of the star's perturbed gravitational potential (Hu et al. 2006a,c) , so it belongs to the thin disk. The formula below is obtained by researching the gravitational potential of the infinite thin disk and the finite thick galactic disk,
η is a decreased degree factor given by Zhao et al. (2004) , which is the ratio of the perturbed gravitational potential, V α (α, m, Λ, r 0 ), in the infinite thin disk compared with the potential, V α→∞ (m, Λ), in the finite thick galactic disk at the forbidden region radius r 0 . In Equation (1), α is the equivalent thickness factor of a three-dimensional spiral galaxy. m is the number of arms in the galaxy, and m is 2 for most galaxies. Λ is the winding level of the logarithmic spiral, which can be derived from fitting the arm with the logarithmic spiral. The polar coordinate of the arm is (r, φ) and its form is very simple in the galactic plane.
where (r 0 , φ 0 ) is the innermost polar coordinate and r 0 is the forbidden region radius obtained after discounting the effect of the nuclear-disk by using the software GALFIT. Density wave theory indicates that in the forbidden region radius r 0 , the arms will disappear because the degraded gravitational potential cannot evoke the self-consistency of the density wave. Γ[(1 + m ± iΛ) /2] is the gamma function and J m (x) is the Bessemer function. The pitch angle µ and the inclination γ of the arms are the foundational parameters and are expressed respectively below as
where the factors a and b represent respectively the long axis and the short axis of the galaxy. For the infinite thin disk galaxies, in the original density wave theory, the amplitude of the perturbed gravitational potential in the vicinity of the galaxy's center is still quite strong, and the perturbed density and perturbed gravitational potential are self-consistent. The corresponding arm pattern can be extended inwards from outside of the galactic disk to the galaxy's center. However, for the finite thick disk, the circumstances are different.
In fact, we can assemble the finite thick disk by stacking a number of plane parallel layers. In a layer far from the galactic plane, at a certain distance and parallel to the galactic disk, the planes in different locations (r different) have different distances from the galactic center. When the density perturbs it, because the phases of these layers' perturbed gravitational potential in the galactic disk are different, interference effects will work in the inner zone of the galactic disk's center. As a result, the perturbed gravitational potential is obviously weakened. In fact, the specific numerical calculation shows that the value of the size of η decreases when α (= 2/H) is reduced, in another word: the thicker the disk, the smaller η is (Peng et al. 2001) .
In a physical sense, if the amplitude of the perturbed gravitational potential once reduces to half the value of its original infinite thin plate (the corresponding location is r 0 and η = 0.5), its corresponding energy (in direct proportion to the square of the amplitude of gravitational potential) is only a quarter of the infinite thin disk's. At this time, the perturbations of the gravitational potential and the density are in no possible way self-consistent. The self-consistent density wave will disappear and no longer exist in the inner zone of the galactic disk's center. Accordingly, it is impossible to show the arm pattern in the inner zone. The inner zone is the (self-consistent) density waves' forbidden region, and r 0 is known as the forbidden region radius.
However, the above is just pure theoretical conjecture. Astronomical observations should be based on actual data. So far, for non-edge-on spiral galaxies, we can really only rely on the Galaxy and M31, whose thicknesses can be obtained from other reliable methods. The value η can be calculated from these two galaxies' thicknesses (or α = 2/H) (Zhao et al. 2004 ).
IMAGES PROCESSED
In this work, all original images are from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. In our work, the effect of the nuclear-disk, especially the effect of the lightness of the central bulge, is deduced with the use of the software IRAF and GALFIT. Moreover, a lot of information, such as the coordinates of the galactic center, the axial ratio and the direction of the long axis, can be obtained. In the remaining arm images, we directly take points on the arm to fit arms via least squares, and derive r 0 and Λ. Finally, the equivalent thickness of the spiral galactic disk is obtained by the use of the software MATHEMATIC.
SDSS collects the image information in five bands (g, u, r, i, z) for every galaxy. The former work points out that the images from the five bands give the same equivalent thickness after being processed and fitted. In our work, only the g-band images are processed and fitted because they are clearer. The width of a pixel of the image in the SDSS is 0.369 and the distance D of those galaxies is calculated according to Hubble's law (H 0 = 75 km s −1 Mpc −1 ). We derived a more accurate radius r 0 by repeatedly adjusting the galactic gray-scale with the software IRAF. We replace the radian with the angle of the pixel because the angular resolution of the pixel is very small. Figure 1 shows the original, processed and fitted images of galaxy PGC 20886, respectively. 
RESULTS AND ANALYSES
The equivalent thicknesses for 42 spiral galactic disks are given in Table 1 , which have the same order of magnitude as other spiral galactic disks given by Ma (1997a Ma ( ,b, 1998a Ma ( ,b,c, 2000 and Hu et al. (2006a,c) . In addition, the error estimates are derived from the formulae of Hu et al.'s articles (2006a,c) . From Table 1 , one can find that PGC 21443 (radius 420 kpc) has the largest equivalent thickness which reaches 3.631 kpc and that PGC 32614 (radius 2 Mpc) has the smallest equivalent thickness of 0.222 kpc. All the data in Table 1 show that the galactic disk thickness cannot be ignored, especially for more exact studies on galactic disks. Notes: D is galactic distance, γ arms' inclination, r 0 forbidden region, µ pitch angle, Λ winding level of the logarithmic spiral, and H is equivalent thickness.
